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Neural	Language	Models
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Neural Net Classification with embeddings as input features!



Issue: texts come in different sizes

This assumes a fixed size length (3)!   

   

Some simple solutions (more sophisticated solutions later) 

1. Make the input the length of the longest review 
• If shorter then pad with zero embeddings 

• Truncate if you get longer reviews at test time 

2. Create a single "sentence embedding" (the same 
dimensionality as a word) to represent all the words 

• Take the mean of all the word embeddings 

• Take the element-wise max of all the word embeddings 
• For each dimension, pick the max value from all words
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Training	a	Fixed-Length	
Neural	Language	Model



Goal:	given	"students	open	their",	predict	"books"
Books

Laptop

MindMMMBook

Mgmt software

ftp.h
At concatenation

wordT J c embeddings

Ea th a
learnedstudents opened their
representation



Key	Question:	what	are	the	parameters?

Books

Wa input weights miff same
Wa pre softener weights riff

h

cronies word ÉÉÉÉembeddings



Feedforward	Equations

h z fl wa Ca a c
I concatenation

fi non linear
activation

O softmax Wz b

This tells us how to make a

prediction given some input wordembedding

But how do we test the parameters



Training	a	Feedforward	Network

M language modeling or labels came for free

I write this sitting in the kitchen sink

Wa input weights

Go Cz Cz Ward embeddings

Goal Adjust 0 to make better predictions

on or training data



Our	Friend,	Gradient	Descent

1 Define a loss function Lfo to minimize

Desiderata measure LM performance

smooth
differentiable

Crossentropybs
Language modeling as a classificationtask

Vocabulary is the set at class labels



Our	Friend,	Gradient	Descent

2 Grey LEG compute the gradient of
L with respect to 0

Gradient tells us the direction ofthe
steepest ascent of L
Gradient is the same dimensionality

as 0 we need to adjust each
parameter in 0

For each param j int gradient tellsushow much lose would increase ifweincreasej



Our	Friend,	Gradient	Descent

3 Given the gradient take a

step in the direction of the negativegradient

This minimizes L

new Go 7
T

T T t gradient
updated old learning
weight param rate



Our	Friend,	Gradient	Descent 7 Calculate 20
2 Calculate got

is

iii

LO
leaning

f rate too

Found high



Hyperparameters

Learning rate y

Batch size Ck
How often do we update weights
Could update after each X
Gradient is poorly estimated

Could wait to see all example
Slow but good estimate

Compromise minibatching



Single	Neuron	Example 7 Calculate 20
2 Calculate ofI I 3 Calculate Ouen

inputs É ha tanh wa x

O tanh was

tanh Steph compute the loss

L Cy o



Single	Neuron	Example

step compete the gradient

www t.Yy
Parameter 1 L E f y o



Single	Neuron	Example

step compete the gradient

Parameter 1 Letz fy o
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Single	Neuron	Example For convenience

Oz tanh a

parameter 2 Iw a wah
h e tanh b

o

I In I



Single	Neuron	Example

3 Update the parameters

W
new

T W
old Y Fw

When WZou NEw



Why	Neural	LMs	work	better	than	N-gram	LMs

Training	data:	

We've	seen:		I	have	to	make	sure	that	the	cat	gets	fed.		

Never	seen:			dog	gets	fed	

Test	data:	

I	forgot	to	make	sure	that	the	dog	gets	___	

N-gram	LM	can't	predict	"fed"!	

Neural	LM	can	use	similarity	of	"cat"	and	"dog"	
embeddings	to	generalize	and	predict	“fed”	after	dog

Slides borrowed from Jurafsky & Martin Edition 3



Title	Text
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A	fixed-window	neural	Language	Model

the students opened their

books
laptops

concatenated	word	embeddings

words	/	one-hot	vectors	

hidden	layer

a zoo

output	distribution	

2/1/1822

W1

W2

c1 c2 c3 c4

how does this compare to a  
normal n-gram model?A	fixed-window	neural	Language	Model

the students opened their

books
laptops

a zoo

Improvements over	n-gram	LM:
• No	sparsity	problem
• Model	size	is	O(n)	not	O(exp(n))

Remaining	problems:
• Fixed	window	is	too	small
• Enlarging	window	enlarges	
• Window	can	never	be	large	

enough!
• Each									uses	different	rows	

of						.	We	don’t	share	weights	
across	the	window.

We	need	a	neural	
architecture	that	can	

process	any	length	input

2/1/1823

ci

Slides adapted from Mohit Iyyer



How	Do	We	Train	Neural	
Networks?



Title	Text

Recurrent Neural Networks!



Title	Text
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A	RNN	Language	Model

the students opened theirwords	/	one-hot	vectors	

books
laptops

word	embeddings

a zoo

output	distribution	

Note:	this	input	sequence	could	be	much	
longer,	but	this	slide	doesn’t	have	space!

hidden	states	

is	the	initial	hidden	state

2/1/1825

c1, c2, c3, c4

c1 c2 c3 c4
the students opened their

̂y = softmax(W2h(t))

W2

h(t) = f(Whh(t−1) + Wect)
h(0) is initial hidden state!

Slides adapted from Mohit Iyyer
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A	RNN	Language	Model

the students opened theirwords	/	one-hot	vectors	

books
laptops

word	embeddings

a zoo

output	distribution	

Note:	this	input	sequence	could	be	much	
longer,	but	this	slide	doesn’t	have	space!

hidden	states	

is	the	initial	hidden	state

2/1/1825

c1, c2, c3, c4

c1 c2 c3 c4
the students opened their

̂y = softmax(W2h(t))

W2

h(t) = f(Whh(t−1) + Wect)
h(0) is initial hidden state!

Slides adapted from Mohit Iyyer
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h(0) is initial hidden state!
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output	distribution	
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A	RNN	Language	Model

the students opened theirwords	/	one-hot	vectors	

books
laptops

word	embeddings

a zoo

output	distribution	

Note:	this	input	sequence	could	be	much	
longer,	but	this	slide	doesn’t	have	space!

hidden	states	

is	the	initial	hidden	state

2/1/1825

c1 c2 c3 c4
the students opened their

W2

A	RNN	Language	Model

the students opened their

books
laptops

a zoo

RNN Advantages:
• Can	process	any	length

input
• Model	size	doesn’t	

increase for	longer	input
• Computation	for	step	t

can	(in	theory)	use	
information	from many	
steps	back

• Weights	are	shared
across	timestepsà
representations	are	
shared

RNN	Disadvantages:
• Recurrent	computation	

is	slow
• In	practice,	difficult	to	

access	information	from	
many	steps	back	

More	on	
these	next	
week

2/1/1826

why is this good?

Slides adapted from Mohit Iyyer
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